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at wayne's party, robin suggested that batman form a new
team of bat-family members to prevent crime in gotham. the
team was eventually named "the bat-family" and consisted of

bruce, tim, selina, dick, alfred, and commissioner gordon.
batman started working more regularly, at first, with the bat-
family. in his first "regular" case, batman followed a strange

breadcrumb trail to the el dorado docks, where he discovered
that the series of robberies were being carried out by a weird
little man named riddler. after batman foiled riddler's latest
plan, the riddler sent his goons to try and kill him and robin,

but batman gave robin a tip to foil them. after a series of
robberies, the riddler managed to pull off a much bigger heist,
and the bat-family was hired to stop him. batman was finally

ready to make his final stand against the riddler. batman
tracked down the riddler's hideout and battled him in his lab,
which was disguised as the museum on blackgate, but was in

fact a hideout. batman was able to trap the riddler, who
screamed out "freeze!" as his body went up in flames. the bat-

family recovered the other riddler's key, revealing that the
riddler was a mad scientist named dr. hugo strange, who had
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been experimenting on the riddler's victims, to make their
murders as unnoticeable as possible. bruce wayne hired a

psychiatrist to determine the riddler's true identity and
discover what had happened to the riddler's victims. dr. hugo
strange put batman under a hypnotic sleep and tried to mind-

control him into killing batman's family. batman confronted
strange and saved tim, alfred, selina, and dick from a band of

goons that he believed were behind the riddler murders.
batman defeated strange, who stated that the next victim

would be alfred. strange also attempted to mind-control bruce,
but batman was able to resist the hypnosis.
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